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19000 Years Of Peace
&
the Missing Piece...
a shard of truth.
by Raah Psirus Heimdall Kaborn
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An ancient cycle...
known to all cultures in tune with the moon
its secrets long forgotten, remains secreted away
lost in linear time...
Found again as

The Flower of Life in Time
the cycle complete
we are one ~ Earth tribe !
we are many ~ traditions !

Infinity Codes © 2015 ~ All humane rights reserved
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Synopsis
How was it that the Flower of Life in Time came
to be and returned to planet earth?
I first saw the image known today as the Flower
of Life, in what was most likely seen as an
obscure "new age" text back in the 90s, first
published in 1994. The title goes something like
this: "Nothing in this book is true, but it's exactly
how things are".
This book describes, among many other topics, a
variety of the basic geometries that produce the
Seed of Life, the Tree of Life, the Fruit of Life etc.
The Flower of Life forms the matrix with which
the platonic/perfect solids are born, and when
these are all united together and interlocked,
this then forms the Metatron's cube.
From this I went on to include the visualizations
of geometry in my meditations, activating these
geometries within my chakras, with chants and
specific vowel sounds. During this time I
participated at the Healing Sounds Intensive in
Colorado (www.healingsounds.com).

*relation of musical notes to time cycles*
Then, a few years later on, were published the
Flower of Life books of Drunvalo, both
monumental books that expand on so many

levels these Flower of Life teachings, and for me
more meditations followed through studying
these books. Particularly did I focus on the
Merkabah geometry, and from this practice a
great remembrance of ancient wisdom and
revelations came to me, as I am sure did with
most kin that read through these books.
I went on from this to become involved with the
“13 Moons of Peace” movement (calendar
change advocates - www.lawoftime.org), which
bases itself on realigning to the 7-day week
(Seed of Life / 7 plasmas ) within the proper 28
common law month, making 13 months of 28
days per year (+1 day) = 365. This concept was
introduced to me by the pioneering work of Dr
José Argüelles, and his book “The Mayan
Factor”.
* I call the 28-day cycle a "Geometric month" in my
own research

This all eventually led to me starting my own
independent research, and it was from this that
the "Flower of Life in Time" came to be. Through
deeply studying the structure of the 19-year
cycle and ratios through time I saw first the ratio
of 7:12 (12 around 7), and then later the ratio of
1:6:12 that unlocked its fractal core, to form a
Cube-Dodecahedron, sharing a common centre,
merged to form the geometry of 19 years. *see
graphic: "Meta 19" on page 21
This research then was paramount in making
possible my 19 years study of cycles of time
(using the StarCalc program). From this place of
understanding time through both the geometric
& organic based systems, I mapped over 1000 of
these 19 years cycle and showed their
fluctuations around the primary 19 years base
formula... *Organic term was developed later
through my long term study of the Mayan Long

Count of 1872000 days, and for example
includes the Fibonacci ratio and therefore Phi =
1.618. ( 144 / 89 = 1.618 )
*New information coming to light *
In the past few years, there
has been new information
coming to light: Utilizing
things like the atomic force
microscopy, the image of a
"complex organic molecule"
looking identical to a Fruit
of Life was made public.
There are several pages online now showing
photographic evidence, which provide many
examples of the Flower of Life in art and
architecture around the planet, the question
now being: Is there a place around the planet
where the Flower of Life geometry does not
exist?
see: Traditions that use the 19-year cycle (calendars)
Then,
more
recently,
there was also the nature
of micro-tubules inside
neurons
within
our
bodies that have been
hypothesized as "where
the quantum world and
the classical world of
space-time meet". Relating therefore to new
theories of the holographic / fractal structure of
our beings, and the origins of consciousness.
All in all, we are seeing a resurgence of epic
proportions!
A Planetary Awakening !
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Synopsis
CHAPTERS
1. Universal Peace (birth rights) - p12
2. Shifting Frequencies (formula) - p18
3. The Flower of Life in Time (geometry) - p24
4. Holy Grail Time Science (diamond matrix) - p42
5. Year 1933 (conspiracy facts) - p56
6. Ancient Cosmology (infinity codes) - p72
7. Long Count Investigation (spreadsheets) - p94
8. The 19,000 Years of Peace (templates) - p120

Afterword
Appendices:
Traditions that use the 19 year cycle (calendars) - p143
Flowers of Life Around The Planet (images) - p145
Further Reading - p147
About Me - p153
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* Spirit has always communicated to me, that the full release of over-unity energy devices, would require us to live by a truly fractal time system *

Chapter 5

Year 1933 (conspiracy facts)
55

Chapter 5

Year 19:33 (conspiracy facts)

Equality is based on the mutual sharing of
resources. If those said resources are not
being mutually shared, then equality does
not exist >> therefore the financial system
there to maintain the equilibrium of equality
has failed.
I would not have any part of their “divide
and conquer” mentality; instead I studied the
current system and found so many holes in it
that I could not believe that the majority of
people have fallen for such a fake system of
resource management.

As we reach this point in this work, I'm
going to take a slight de-tour to relate how
these mystic numbers have found their way
into the enactments of the US senate,
debating financial resolutions, as they would
like you to think anyway.
I’m relying on my natural fortitude for
understanding numbers, having studied
accountancy at school, because I was good
with numbers. Yet I could not allow myself
to get caught up in all the corruption and
lies that these systems of financial
governance produce.
It’s quite easy to see that their system of
numbers doesn't add up...
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Such is the nature of thousands of years of
suppression by the rich and glamorous, the
demonizing of the poor… There seems a half
and half cut between those with just
enough, wishing to either help the poor or
those with less than them in any way they
can, and the other half that idolise the rich
and would do anything to become one of
the glamorous rich folks... oh dear.
Apparently we live in a democratic republic,
or at least a planet that is heading in that
direction, yet how can it truly manifest such
an intention, if there remains a gremlin in
the works - the Gregorian calendar?
Hypocrisy/history has a way of repeating the
same cycles over and over again, until the
lesson is learned, and given the time matrix
under which we currently live, we are all
slaves to its roots of wealth theft.

Anyone been into the vaults under the
Vatican recently? Perhaps had a nice cup of
tea with the Queen of England and
discussed how poverty could be ended in its
entirety?
They just play the game of being noble
"rulers", because that's what their followers
want to follow - empty intentions that they
never intended to follow through.
It’s very easy to see and prove that their real
intentions are population reduction, a
surveillance state, and more and more
controls over each and every one of us
under their umbrella of protecting us.
Yet the threats, from which they say they are
protecting us, are caused by their own
international policies of stealing resources to
prop up their overweight countries.
Never do they consider that they have got it
all wrong, or if they do, then after they
realise, in order to really change it for the
good, they would have to give up their
entirely in excess lifestyles, and beg
forgiveness for all the thousands of years of
lies.
What is left for them to do, is a gradual
release of information, and slow retreat into
obscurity... but as slow as they can possibly
manage... so slow the planet itself could be
polluted beyond the point of no return
before they "decide" it’s time to pull the
stopper off...

And on and on it goes… It basically can be
summed up as a major psychological
problem: They make it up as they go along,
and as long as they chose who gets the
position of world "leaders", they don't care
about the laws, as the laws mean nothing.
How many laws does it take before we
realise you can’t control what other people
do with their lives... If they want to make a
law that works, how about leading by
example!
So, now here is a wee bit of mathematical
low-down on the insane policies of the
pathological unstable... cue the introduction
of the Federal Reserve, which is a privately
owned institution, that's pretty MENTAL!
It was sworn into law in the year 1933

And on it goes… The world management
team placing bets on the future of all of us,
with
their
weapons
industry
and
pharmaceutical cartel keeping their pockets
full to the brim with blood moneys...
Every war there ever was, was a decision
made and followed, a ritual blood sacrifice in
the name of hierarchical domination....
Because if they didn't do it, someone else
would and they don't want to be the losers...
Can’t think beyond the games of us and
them!

(19 year Flower, 33 Diamond matrix)
I remember when I first found this out it was
like a dagger in the heart. They of course
know the power of numbers, as I have
shown in the short geometry section.
The 19 stands for the metonic cycles, that
govern their calculation for Easter and the
resurrection of their holy scape goat Jesus
Christ, even though he threw out the money
changers...

The 33 stands for them being master
masons, keepers of the secrets, that they
themselves don't even know, they just keep
them secret for as long as they can, because
they fear the power of a united humanity.
Essentially the swearing in of the federal
reserve act, put them in the position to
create as much money, currency, currentsea, fluid cash flow, liquidity... like a Zero
point technology, that at the time Tesla was
designing in his laboratory... Free energy?
Has the Sun sent you bills in the post
recently? For all the light shining upon this
blessed realm of Mother Earth, the light
mirroring the light of the millions of other
Suns in our Galaxy alone...
They had to keep a tap on good old Tesla,
electrical genius, so at the same time, they
placed another tap on the creation of the
money supply, because they think there
always needs to be a hierarchy in control of
everything, and if not chaos would occur...
Looking around now in the year 2015, we
can see that this tap on the flows has really
worked in maintaining a peaceful world...
NOT
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Most folks think it’s all about it being connected to the removal of
the gold standard, but that's just another rich persons’ commodity.
No, the real value in the money supply is the realization that its
leads to a moneyless society...
Like the scaffolding builders place around a house in the process
of it being created, it’s necessary to create a society that learns to
live together in equality, but only when the money supply is valued,
and seen for what it is, our own creation, we decide how it is!

However, if the true meaning is hidden from
us and we think it’s always going to be this
way, every one fights for as much as they
can get, and no ones really wins...
Money supply is like the water required for
sapling trees. You have to water them, and
plant them until they are self-sustaining; you
can’t rush the process, as that goes against
the natural flow. In the same way, we are all
potentially self-sovereign beings, and it
should be the purpose of the currency to
keep watering us to become the masters of
whichever natural creative task we feel we
are best at.
Teacher, builder, writer, actor, designer,
gardener, researcher, engineer… They all
have their purpose, which one is more
valuable?
Does comparing help our unified reason for
existing?
Does it help everyone to get to where they
are meant to be by their own measure of
their intuition as to what their natural
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strengths are, and do we support each other
enough to be able to even realise this?
In the “dog eat dog”, “every one for
themselves”, rat race, human race, yet to be
humane is to understand the challenges of
our fellow human beings and do something
to alleviate the suffering,
Bringing us back to the basic essentials...

Shelter, food, clothes, clear air, clear water,
warmth, the basic essentials are all we need
& true richness is of the Heart & caring!
The rest is all a personal choice. Society
should organize itself for minimal necessities
maintained by a caring and efficient
population, using the most advanced (but
actually known for thousands of years)
technologies, so we become planetary
gardeners, not planetary slaves.
A graphic I made (*see next page*) to show
how the current political climate can be
rearranged to reflect these values of
maintaining an efficient society... Less jobs,
more responsibility!
Though am sure those that have given up
their lives to slave jobs won’t be up for
giving up their privileges… Yet the time for
playing in the sand like children, that time is
up!

smoke and mirrors

world management team hiding in the shadows
yet even they cant hide
from the straight and narrow

codes speaking volumes
across time and space
no escape from the justice
of Zuvuya's grace

united states dissolved itself
into surveillance state
world management team follow suit

back in 1933
19 year so-called metonic cycles

(actually FLOWER OF LIFE IN TIME)

33 degrees of so-called master masons
(actually DIAMOND MATRIX GRAIL)
March the 9th, 3x3,

they stole the power of Infinity
09/03/1933 = red planetary serpent (d.s.)
= 8 etznab (t.c.)

Zuvuya speaks clear

of the smoke and mirrors tactics !!
blood letting (serpent smoke)
used to be a shamanic experience of the mayans
yet across the planet and in their midst too
its became a mass murdering blood letting ritual

they stole Infinity

because they cant comprehend eternity
they cant comprehend eternity
because they have never studied the real mysteries
only their copy cat version
is known to them

and keeps the truth under lock and key

SPELL BROKEN
no more lurking in the shadows for them
its out in broad daylight for all to see
hear, speak and know (gnosis)
who needs the administrators
traitors anyhow?
pushing paper back and forth

*Extra note * re: Psychotic economics
The symbol is the boat on the high seas, but
who builds the boats, and if you could
afford to own many ships, what happens if
one of your ships goes down?
As the owner if you didn't really care about
the loss of life, what would you do about it?
Do you help the folks families who died?

Well you would most likely just pay someone
to build another ship, and off you go... cut
your losses and re-launch.
This is actually how "they" run the show,
they don't care, the option is always there to
go bankrupt at any time, be bailed out
(when loses or debt/depths are too great),
as when your ship goes down, or in
symbolic form goes into so much debt it
cant stay afloat. Its taken on too much
"water" or debt "currency".

However having the awareness of knowing
this in foresight, as in knowing this before
you even build your 1st ship, its basically a
get out of jail free card, that "they" always
keep up their sleeves... in the money Game.
And the world continues to be enslaved to
this total lack of awareness of the maths.
Its my view that they purposely make maths
boring so no one learns the ropes...
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Regarding voting systems... all voting seems
to do is segregate, "divide and conquer"...
All aspects should be honoured equally
(20% each) when... they act honourably !
x Conservatives... would be focusing on

conserving water (free water), not
their financial liquidity

x Liberals... would be focusing on

liberating fire (free energy), not the
fracking industry

x Labour... would be focusing on

constructing housing (free
accommodation), not housing prices

x Socialists... would be focusing on

keeping our media non biased (free
speech), not only dogmatic ideologies

x Greens... would be focusing on

sharing of the fruits of the earth (free
food, clothes), not buying into the
empty political process

Would this kind of elementary eco-politics
represent a brake from free market
economics, towards resource based
ecology !
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Changing the "calendar" is already an epic ongoing planetary event
that is re-writing history and re-affirming the universal rights
of all beings, in peace and as sovereign souls!
Replacing all obsolete laws that maintain corporate oligarchy
with natural, cosmic & common law values,
for all beings to live in peace with each other
and with the Universe! We are one!
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* see also Graphic on Beginning of descending Kali Yuga in 3102 BC on page 109 *
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Afterword
Time is indeed of the essence (but only in a

world caught in the illusion of linear time,
would there be such a rush to fix something
that is so apparent as aligning to natural
time, and valuing ecological principles over
economic profits).
Yet the time is fast approaching when the
rivers and oceans, the very air we breathe,
and environment we live in reach their toxic
limit.
On a metaphorical level, it can be plainly
seen that not aligning with a naturally based
timing system has led to a planetary society
that puts profit before people, profit before
planet, and we pay the price...
So instead I would say...

Time is the essence ! ... numbers !
i.e. without correctly living in naturally based
time, we are living in a broken system that
requires constant fixing.
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Appendices:
Traditions that use the 19-year cycle
(calendars) !

Greek (19-year cycle is known as the
Metonic cycle, after Meton 432BC)
Hebrew (19 years of 12 moons, plus 7
moons, Adar 1 & Adar II)

Examples of ancient cultures using a 19 year
cycle (with no mention of flower of life
geometry):

Macedonian (19 years of 12 moons, with 7
intercalary moons)

Babylonian (19 years of 12 moons, plus 7
moons, 6x Adaru, 1x Ululu)

Mayan (difference between
marking 6940 days, 19 years)

Bahai (19 years made up of 19x19 days, plus
4 or 5 extra days)

"Evidence for the metonic cycle on Copa´n Stela
A is associated with a text naming the Sun God
(T1010) and the Moon Goddess (C7–D7; Pl. 20).
Pairing their names in this fashion recalls
couplets in the Chilam Balam of Tizimin that say
k’inil-uil, meaning ‘‘the period of the sun, the
period of the moon’’ (Edmonson 1982b:264 n.
10). As noted in Chapter 1, the contemporary
Maya often pair the sun and the moon. On Stela
A the pairing seems to refer to the sun and the
full moon, for the Initial Series date of 9.14.19.8.0
12 Ahau 18 Cumku (1/28/731) falls on the full
moon, and it is followed by the date 4 Ahau 18
Muan (9.14.19.5.0; 11/29/730), also the day of
the full moon (a date recorded on Stela H). The
Calendar Round 4 Ahau 18 Muan at E2–F2 may
refer to the metonic cycle, because it is 9.15.0
days (6,940 days) after the Katun ending
9.14.0.0.0 6 Ahau (a date not given in the text).
As Heinrich Berlin (1977: 75 –76) notes, this
interval gives a value close to the solar year
(365.263 days) and the lunar month (29.532
days)." p117 "Star Gods"

Byzantine (Easter computus = 19 year cycle,
19x12 +7 = 235 moons)
Chinese (19-year cycle, 12x12 moons + 7x13
moons)
Christian (Easter computus = 19 year cycle,
19x12 +7 = 235 moons)

Antikythera Device

" The upper back dial is in the form of a spiral,
with 47 divisions per turn, displaying the 235
months of the 19-year Metonic cycle. This cycle is
important in fixing calendars."

Buddhist calendar

" seven extra months of 30 days are inserted in
every 19 years (21 months in 57 years)"

inscriptions
Hindu calendar
" A lunar month has 29 or 30 days (according to the
movement of the moon)."
" Extra Month, or adhika mƗsa (mƗsa = lunar month
in this context) falls every 32.5 months."

235 - 7 (extra months per 19 years) = 228
228 / 7 = 32.6 months

Druid calendar
19 year cycle of Initiation...

The Sequani Calendar

" based on a 19 year cycle or the Metonic cycle"
" alternate between 30 and 29"

Islamic calendar
(19x354 + 11x355) / 30 year cycle = 10,631 days
whereas 29 x 365.2424 = 10,592.03 days

The Flower of Life in Time
19 year cycle = 6939.6 days

Norse (19-year cycle, using younger Futhark
of 16 runes, plus 3 more)

Yet Quran full of 19 code...
mother-tynetta-muhammad-and-the-19-code
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Appendices:

x

Buddhist temple (Pitalkhora, India)

Flowers of Life Around The Planet !

x

Floor ruins (Kabile near Jambol,
Bulgaria)

x

Assyrians (Palace of King
Ashurbanipal)

x

Fu Dog (Jing'An Temple & Imperial
Palace)

x

Ivory plaque (Iraq museum, Baghdad)

x

Temple entrance (Hampi & Ajanta,
India)

x
x

Israel (Palace of Herod the great)
Nimrod (Iraq museum, Baghdad)

x

Erbanno (Darfo Boario Terme, Italy)

x

Templar Tombstone (St. Magnus
Cathedral )

Jewish painting (with Hebrew
inscription)

x

Golden Goblet (Louvre museum,
Marlik, Iran)

x

Sarcophagus (ancient Smyrna, Izmir,
Turkey)

x

Idalion Cup (Louvre museum, Cyprus)

x

Archaeological site (Ephesus, Turkey)

x

Wooden Box (New York museum,
Thebes, Egypt)

x

Marble Floor (Sikh temple, India)

x

Mosaics (Besançon museum, France)

x

Assyrian stone carpet (Flower of life
theme)

x

Rosettes (Istanbul museum, Mycenae,
Greece)

x

Castle ceiling (Weistra, Austria)

x

Mosaics (Seville museum, Spain)

x

Greek vase (Salamis, Greece)

x

Mosaics (Roman Agora, Kourion in
Cyprus)

x

x

Mosaics (City of Charity, Caminreal,
Spain)

x

Roman temple ruins (Cordoba, Spain)

x

Silver Beaker (Swedish museum, Iran)

x

Mystic shirts (Topkape's Palace,
Istanbul)

x

Temple wall (Osirion, Abydos, Egypt)

x

Mosiac floor (Yambol, Kabile,
Bulgaria)

x

Glass pavement (Westminster Abbey,
gothic church)

+ Leonardo Da Vinci manuscript
+ Crop circles

Links
The geometry of ‘complete wisdom’
Artefacts of the Flower of Life
Seed of Life Institute
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Further Reading
Synopsis
“Nothing in this book is true,
but it’s exactly how things are”
by Bob Frissell

“The Ancient Secret
of the Flower of Life
- Volume 1 & 2”
by Drunvalo Melchizedek

Chapter 1:
"Planet Earth valued at $4,800 trillion"
(by astrophysicist Greg Laughlin)
Secret City ~ interview with the filmmakers

*atomic-force-microscope-measuresstrength-of-chemical-bonds/
*researchers-model-key-breaking-pointinvolved-traumatic-brain-injury
*Sir Roger Penrose and Stuart Hameroff

- a new and independent monetary and
banking system owned and controlled by its
users/members.
The Lawful Bank - Our Sovereign Right homepage
---

Secret City - The Film - homepage

Anonymous - Free Energy Disclosure Appeal

---

Infinite Energy - the new power source for
next 26,000 year cycle starting 21.12.2012

"You've probably heard the idea that money
is power. If that's true, then imagine how
much power you'd have, if you could create
money."
Positive Money - homepage

Links:

‘The Alternative Monetary System’ (TAMS)

"A film about the City of London, the
Corporation that runs it, and its role in the
economic crisis"

Power of Banks vs. Democracy
“The Mayan Factor”
by Jose Arguelles

---

--97% Owned - Positive Money Cut

Anonymous - homepage
--Four Horsemen
Four Horsemen is the debut feature from
director Ross Ashcroft which reveals the
fundamental flaws in the economic system
which have brought our civilization to the
brink of disaster.

"This documentary shows the root of the
current economic crisis, analysing the
performance of the private banks and the
way they generate profits" The Prisma

Four Horsemen - website

Queue Politely - homepage

The Call of Pacal Votan (José Argüelles)

Chapter 2 :
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Chapter 3:

The Wizard's Count and the Triumph of the
Synchronic Order
Lawoftime.org - Rinri Newsletter's
Error in Statement of Tropical Year
Leap Year in Other Calendars
19.5 Degrees throughout the solar system

Ormungandr Melchizedek:
The Runes - born of the Flower of Life

Chapter 5:

Sacred Geometry 1

TESLA 'HARNESSES' COSMIC ENERGY

Sacred Geometry 2

Philadelphia Public Ledger, November 2, 1933

Chapter 4:

"Inventor Announces Discovery of Power to
Displace Fuel in Driving Machinery - Calls
Sun Main Source

“The Stones of Time”
by Martin Brennan

“The Celtic Druids Year”
by John King

see also this link > sundial at the Sanctuary
circle - David Furlong
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A principle by which power for driving the
machinery of the world may be derived from
the cosmic energy which operates the
universe, has been discovered by Nikola
Tesla, noted physicist and inventor of
scientific devices, he announced today.
This principle, which taps a source of power
described as "everywhere present in
unlimited quantities" and which may be
transmitted by wire or wireless from central
plants to any part of the globe, will eliminate
the need of coal, oil, gas or any other of the
common fuels, he said.

Dr. Tesla in a statement today at his hotel
indicated the time was not far distant when
the principle would be ready for practical
commercial development.
Asked whether the sudden introduction of
his principle would upset the present
economic system, Dr. Tesla replied, "It is
badly upset already." He added that now as
never before was the time ripe for the
development of new resources. While in its
present form the theory calls for the
development of the energy in central plants
requiring vast machinery, Dr. Tesla said he
might be able to work out a plan for its use
by individuals.
The central source of cosmic energy for the
earth is the sun, Dr. Tesla said, but "night will
not interrupt the flow of the new power
supply."
--David Icke "OBLIVION"
time index = 03:08:33
in 1933...
Pyramid & all seeing eye put on dollar bill...
Roosevelt came to power...
Hitler came to power...
Rothschild funded both "sides".

Chapter 6:

Chapter 7:

precession of rotational axis Apsidal_precession
precession of the equinox Axial_precession
more larger cycles Milankovitch_cycles

{see video links below}
third-eye-of-horus

394-mayan-baktun

ancient-cosmology

Earth Is Not Orbiting The Sun - it’s a SPIRAL!
Conspiracy of Science - Earth is in fact growing

ancient-wisdom.co.uk
graphic of 13 / 12 sign zodiac

Station-Stones-of-Stonehenge

graphic link: tenspheres.com
Great Pyramid, see website.

planetary time records:- average-over-20000-years
average = 365.2424...

Chapter 8:

Wikipedia links:

Infinity-codes.net
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About Me - Raah Psirus Heimdall Kaborn
From Death to Life (age 12/13 to age 34/35) - kin 195 cosmic eagle / 10 ahau

CV of Raah Psirus (a metaphor of living the codes) each tribe being a key event /
experience / energy work / practice
ĺ world bridger ĺ near death experience
ĺ hand ĺ reiki healing teachings
ĺ star ĺ pleiadian lightwork meditations ("Ra Ah Sirius")
ĺ moon ĺ 13 moons of peace
ĺ dog ĺ healing sounds of the heart
ĺ monkey ĺ magic spiral journey of the Mayan monkey tail
ĺ human ĺ on the path / finding the one feather ("Hun Kuk'um")
ĺ sky walker ĺ dancing with the tribes boom !
ĺ wizard ĺ unique gifts, shaman digging deep within
ĺ eagle ĺ allows the vision to form / visual gnosis
ĺ warrior ĺ activist defender of rights / banner of peace
ĺ earth ĺ permaculture garden planet, design course
ĺ mirror ĺ paradox of ecological and economical values
ĺ storm ĺ catalyst of new energy systems / zero point
ĺ sun ĺ beaming solar energy / enlightenments
ĺ dragon ĺ birthing Infinity-Codes.net { natural time fractal matrix = N.T~F.M }
ĺ wind ĺ communications from the ancestors / breathe
ĺ night ĺ cycle complete / rest & remember thy truest dream
ĺ seed ĺ all that has come before / and is now / all rolled into one
ĺ serpent ĺ kundalini light beings / a planetary awakening … (Heimdall KA-born)

... and now who shall you / I / we / all become ? ~ In lak'ech Ah lak'in
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13 Dimensional Cosmology based on Dreamspell fractal time/space (13 tones)
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Desktop background (image contains 19 x 1000 = 19,000 years of "Flowers of Life in Time")
www.infinity-codes.net
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Zodiac of Ra:ah (sun:moon) >> infinity-codes - zodiac-of-raah

based on geometric progression (13 stages) and anchored at galactic centre.
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Completionȱ
ȱ
ȱ
WeavingȱtogetherȱtheȱancientȱMysteriesȱ
ȱ
Theȱcamelȱcarriesȱaȱgreatȱburdenȱindeedȱ
ȱ
ȱ
butȱtheȱthreadȱisȱstrongȱandȱtrueȱ~ȱȱ
ȱ
Onlyȱtheȱgapȱinȱourȱconsciousnessȱ
ȱ
remainsȱnarrowȱ~ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
Though,ȱthroughȱtheȱreflectionsȱ
ȱ
uponȱtheseȱcodesȱofȱtimeȱandȱspaceȱ
ȱ
thatȱgapȱwidensȱanewȱ~ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
Whileȱdeepeningȱ~ȱatȱtheȱsameȱtimeȱ~ȱsynchronouslyȱasȱoneȱ
ȱ
AsȱweȱseeȱintoȱSolarȱandȱGalacticȱrealmsȱ
ȱ
(ȱtheȱasȱȈaboveȈȱmacrocosmȱ)ȱ
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ȱ
andȱalsoȱtheȱEarthȱandȱLunarȱrealms.ȱ
ȱ
(ȱtheȱsoȱȈbelowȈmicrocosmȱȱ)ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
Ourȱplaceȱbetweenȱthemȱ
ȱ
bridgingȱtheȱvisibleȱandȱinvisibleȱ
ȱ
Theȱpastȱandȱfutureȱbecomesȱoneȱ~ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
andȱasȱtheyȱspiralȱintoȱeachȱotherȱ
ȱ
fromȱthisȱplaceȱcalledȱNOWȱ~ȱitȱisȱandȱeverȱshallȱbe...ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
HereȱandȱNowȱisȱwhereȱweȱpickȱupȱtheȱthreadȱtoȱweaveȱ
ȱ
theȱonlyȱrealȱtime,ȱYetȱcontainsȱthemȱallȱ
ȱ
whereȱweȱfindȱallȱpotentialitiesȱ~ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
Asȱweȱgraspȱforȱitȱ
ȱ
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itȱceasesȱbeingȱinfiniteȱ
ȱ
andȱbecomesȱaȱsingularȱchoiceȱ~ȱaȱdecisionȱ~ȱfiniteȱ
ȱ
ȱ
Theȱactȱofȱcreationȱtakingȱplaceȱ
ȱ
inȱfrontȱofȱourȱ2ȱeyesȱ~ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
WeȱareȱgivenȱtheȱgiftȱtoȱseeȱallȱofȱInfinityȱ
ȱ
andȱwithȱitȱcomesȱtheȱresponsibilityȱ
ȱ
toȱchooseȱgood.ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
Thatȱwhichȱservesȱlifeȱenergyȱ
ȱ
supportsȱtheȱcollectiveȱ~ȱallȱthatȱisȱ
ȱ
ȱ
andȱasȱweȱareȱindeedȱgreaterȱthanȱ
ȱ
theȱsumȱofȱourȱpartsȱ
ȱ
togetherȱweȱareȱsurelyȱstrongerȱ~ȱasȱitȱcouldȱbeȱ
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ȱ
butȱonlyȱwithȱstrongȱfoundationsȱ
ȱ
weȱtheȱpeopleȱareȱthisȱrootȱandȱshouldȱbeȱFreeȱ!ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
Theȱrootȱbeingȱ4ȱedges,ȱatȱtheȱbaseȱofȱtheȱpyramidȱ
ȱ
asȱitȱsitsȱuponȱtheȱEarthȱinȱtranquillityȱ
ȱ
ȱ
Holdingȱinȱplaceȱtheȱcircleȱandȱcrossȱ
ȱ
ofȱtheȱnaturalȱ4ȱdirectionsȱ
ȱ
EarthȱWaterȱFireȱAirȱ
ȱ
ȱ
(ȱashesȱtoȱashesȱȬȱdustȱtoȱdustȱ/ȱspiritȱtoȱspiritȱȬȱsoulȱtoȱSoulȱ)ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
TogetherȱwithinȱtheȱgreatȱÆtherȱ~ȱatȱpyramidsȱpeak...ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
whichȱcanȱalsoȱbeȱ~ȱfoundȱdeepȱwithinȱ~ȱtheȱheartȱ<3ȱ
ȱ
Asȱweȱareȱmadeȱofȱtheȱsameȱstarȱdustȱ!ȱ
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ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
thatȱisȱcreatedȱwhenȱstarsȱbecomeȱsupernovaȱ!ȱ
ȱ
formedȱthemselvesȱeonsȱagoȱawayȱinȱdistantȱnebulasȱ~ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
Givingȱbirthȱonceȱmoreȱtoȱtheȱparticlesȱofȱlifeȱ~ȱ
ȱ
Aȱcontinuousȱrecyclingȱ~ȱrecreationȱ~ȱrenewalȱ
ȱ
ȱ
Holdingȱusȱinȱtheȱembraceȱofȱ
ȱ
theȱGreatȱmotherȱuniverseȱ!ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
Asȱsheȱdreamsȱusȱweȱdreamȱherȱ
ȱ
ourȱconsciousnessȱ
ȱ
awakensȱ!ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
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ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
Inȱlakȇechȱȱ
ȱ
ȱ
Ahȱlakȇinȱ~ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱNamasteȱ~ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱOMȱ!ȱ
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Coming soon...
Infinity-codes.net >> Oracle of Ra:ah - 78 card set
PSIRUS.org
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